We consider brightness/contrast-invariant and rotation-discriminating template matching that searches an image to analyze A for a query image Q. We propose to use the complex coefficients of the discrete Fourier transform of the radial projections to compute new rotation-invariant local features. These coefficients can be efficiently obtained via FFT. We classify templates in "stable" and "unstable" ones and argue that any local feature-based template matching may fail to find unstable templates. We extract several stable sub-templates of Q and find them in A by comparing the features. The matchings of the sub-templates are combined using the Hough transform. As the features of A are computed only once, the algorithm can find quickly many different sub-templates in A, and it is suitable for: finding many query images in A; multi-scale searching and partial occlusion-robust template matching.
Introduction

The Problem
In this paper, we consider the rotation-discriminating and brightness/contrastinvariant template matching problem, where the algorithm must search a grayscale image to analyze A for a query image Q. A template matching is rotation-invariant if it can find rotated instances of Q in A and is rotation-discriminating if it determines the rotation angle of Q for each matching. We define that two images x and y are equivalent under brightness/contrast variation if there are contrast correction factor β>0 and brightness correction factor γ such that 1 x y γ + β = , where 1 is the matrix of 1's.
In the literature, there are many techniques to solve this problem. The most obvious solution is the "brute-force" algorithm. It makes a series of conventional brightness/contrast-invariant template matchings between Q rotated by many different angles and A. Conventional brightness/contrast-invariant template matching usually uses the normalized cross-correlation (NCC). Computation of NCC can be accelerated using fast Fourier transform (FFT) and integral images [1] or bounded partial correlation [2] . However, even using fast NCC, the brute-force rotationinvariant algorithm is slow because fast NCC must be applied repeatedly for many angles.
Some techniques solve rotation-invariant template matching using previous segmentation/binarization, for example [3, 4] . Given a grayscale image to analyze A, they first convert it into a binary image using some segmentation/thresholding algorithm. Then, they separate each connected component from the background. Once the shape is segmented, they obtain scale-invariance by normalizing the shape's size. . If the distance is below some threshold, then the neighborhood of A(x,y) is "similar" (in rotation-and brightness/contrast-invariant sense) to the template image T i and (x,y) is considered a candidate for the matching. This property makes our algorithm suitable for: finding many different query images in A; multi-scale searching and partial occlusion-robust template matching.
Our compiled programs and some test images are available at www.lps.usp.br/~hae/software/forapro. Note that these programs are intended only for testing the ideas developed in this paper, and thus many parameters were purposely left to be set by hand.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents the new features and the concept "stability"; section 3 presents the new template matching algorithms; section 4 presents experimental results; and section 5 presents our conclusions.
New Features
Radial IDFT Coefficients
Given a grayscale image A, let us define the radial projection 
The Fourier coefficients of a vector of radial projections can be computed directly convolving A with an appropriate kernel K, without explicitly calculating the radial projections. Figure 3 (a) depicts the "sparse DFT kernel" K (with M=8 angles) such that the convolution K A ( * yields the first Fourier coefficient of the radial projections (where
is the double reflection of K):
It is well known that the convolution K A ( * can be computed by multiplications in the frequency domain:
where A and K ( are respectively the discrete Fourier transforms of A and K ( .
The sparse kernel in figure 3(a) does not take into account most of the outer pixels and consequently it does not yield accurate features. To overcome this problem, the "dense DFT kernel" depicted in figure 3 (b) can be used instead. It fills all empty kernel elements, except the very central pixel. The non-zero elements of this kernel are defined as:
where k is the order of the Fourier coefficient and ∠(.) is the angle of the complex number. 7 The linear filter using this kernel has no intuitive meaning. Using the inverse DFT, the result of the convolution acquires a meaning: it becomes analogous to the gradient. Figure 3 (c) depicts the kernel obtained using IDFT and k=1. In order to make the kernel more "stable," that is, to make the result of the convolution less sensitive to small perturbations like sub-pixel translation or rotation, we assign less weight to the pixels in the outer and central regions, resulting the weighted kernel depicted in figure 3 (d). We tested empirically a number of weight distributions and chose the most stable one. We explain in subsection 2.2.3 how these tests were carried out. The resulting radial kernel is:
where 2 2 y x r + = and λ is the radius of the kernel. The weights of the five central pixels are zeroes. In order to make the weights sum to one, all weights may be divided by the sum of the weights. The kernels used to obtain the inverse Fourier coefficients with k=2 and k=3 are depicted respectively in figures 3(e) and 3(f).
We will call the convolution of A(x,y) with the double reflection of the k-th radial kernel "k-th radial coefficient" and denote it )) , ( ( y x A r k or simply r k . We will call k r ∠ and | | k r respectively "k-th radial angle" and "k-th radial magnitude."
Rotation-Discriminating "Canonical Orientation"
The First Radial IDFT Coefficient
The rotation-discriminating feature, or the "canonical orientation," is the first radial angle ∠r 1 
Stability Analysis
The canonical orientation cannot be computed if the first radial magnitude |r 1 | is too small, like inside regions with constant grayscale or at the very center of a symmetrical shape such as 'I', 'H' and 'O'. However, in the latter case, the orientation can be computed shifting slightly the center of the shape. This idea can be generalized using the concept "stability." Figure 4 (a) depict the coefficients r 1 (using the kernel with λ=7 pixels) as arrows. 
where N(A(x,y)) is the set of neighbor pixels of A(x,y) (we use 8 neighborhood) and Φ is the difference between two angles, defined as:
where mod(x,y) calculates x modulo y, that is, the remainder f where x = (ay + f) for some integer a and 0 ≤ f < y. The difference Φ between two angles is limited to the
To determine the reliability of canonical orientation, we did the following experiment. We took some images, computed the first radial coefficients using λ=15 pixels, and chose (t a =10 o , t m =0.01)-stable pixels. We use gray level ranging from 0 to 1. So, half of the pixels inside the circular template was stable. Then, we distorted the images and compared the orientations of the stable pixels with the orientations of the distorted images. The distortions were:
• Contrast increasing by 35%. This operation did not saturate our images, because they were originally low-contrast ones.
• Rotation of the images by 30 degrees using bilinear interpolation. We computed the canonical orientations of the rotated images obtaining the complex orientation images, rotated the orientation images back -30 o and multiplied all complex pixels by exp(-j × 30 o ). If the canonical orientation is reliable, the resulting orientations will be similar to the original orientations.
• Translation of the images by (0.5, 0.5) pixels. We rescaled the images by factor 4 using bilinear interpolation, shifted 2 rows and 2 columns, and rescaled them back by factor 0.25.
• Addition of Gaussian noise with zero mean and standard deviation 0.005. 
Weights of the Kernel
In subsection 2.1, we did not explain how we chose the weights of the radial kernel. The rationale of assigning low weights to the pixels in the central and outer regions is to avoid that a small translation or rotation may cause a large change in the radial coefficients. We did many experiments similar to those that tested the reliability of the canonical orientations using various weight distributions. We chose the most reliable one, that is, the weight distribution that minimizes the average and the maximal orientation errors.
Rotation-Invariant "Vector of Radial Magnitudes"
Radial magnitudes are invariant to rotation because if A rotates, then the vector of and r k be the first and the k-th radial coefficients (k≥2). Then, the ratio of their mag-
is invariant to rotation and brightness/contrast. In our implementation, instead of ratio, we use the following vector of radial magnitudes v rm that takes into account the magnitudes of all radial coefficients up to degree K:
where υ means L 1 -versor and consists on dividing each element of the vector by its
because the computation of L 1 -norm is faster than L 2 -norm and we noted no difference in accuracy. As we use versor, only K-1 elements of v rm are "independent variables" because, given K-1 elements, it is possible to calculate the remaining element. We define the distance function Λ between two v rm 's as:
This distance is limited to interval [0,1].
The concept "stability", developed in subsection 2.2.2, may be also applied here.
We define that )) , 
where N(A(x,y)) is the set of neighbor pixels of A(x,y) and r 1 , ..., r K are the radial coefficients at pixel A(x,y).
To test the reliability of v rm , we took some images, computed the first four magnitudes of the radial coefficients using λ=30 pixels, and chose stable pixels with t d = 0.05 and t m = 0.005. Then, contrast change, rotation, sub-pixel shifting and Gaussian noise distorted the images. In any stable pixel, the distance between the vectors of distorted and original images was less than 0.05. Then, we repeated the experiments in unstable pixels. The maximal observed distance between the original and distorted vectors at unstable pixels was slightly less than 1, indicating that v rm is not a reliable feature in unstable regions.
Rotation-Invariant "Vector of Radial Angles"
If 
This feature is computed modulo 2π, because it is an angle. As before, we did the "stability analysis" and concluded that this feature also is not reliable in unstable regions. In our implementation, we packed the dra's up to order K in a structure that we named vector of radial angles v ra :
12
We define the distance Λ between two v ra 's as the weighted average of the angle differences:
where
and Φ is the difference of angles defined in subsection 2.2.2. This distance function is limited to interval [0,1].
We assign smaller weights to high order dra's, because they are more easily affected by image distortions. Let us consider an image distortion that rotates 1 r ∠ by a small angle of -θ radians, while keeping constant k r ∠ , for all k≥2. This distortion rotates dra 2 by 2θ radians, dra 3 by 3θ radians, etc. That is, the same distortion causes a change proportional to the order k in dra's. So, we assign weights 1/k to equalize the contributions of different dra's.
Rotation-Invariant "Vector of Circular Features"
Choi and Kim have used the DFT coefficients of the circular projections as the rotation-invariant features. We will continue using these features, together with the newly developed radial features. However, we introduce two small alterations in the circular kernels. First, to be consistent with the radial features, we use IDFT instead of DFT. Second, instead of using the original truncated integer radius
, we use the floating-point radius [ ]
where υ means L 1 -versor, and "re" and "im" are respectively the real and imaginary parts of the complex number. Only 2L-1 elements of this vector are "independent variables" because, given 2L-1 elements of this vector, it is possible to calculate the
This distance is limited to interval [0,1]. As before, we did the "stability analysis"
and concluded that this feature also is not reliable in unstable regions.
Combining the Rotation-Invariant Features
In previous subsections, we obtained three rotation-invariant classes of features, using up to K radial and L circular coefficients and packed them in three vectors: v rm , v ra , and v cf . We will group these three vectors into another structure named "vector of features":
We define the distance function Λ between two vectors of features as the weighted average of the distances of the three constituent vectors of features:
where w m = w a = K-1, w c = 2L-1 and w t = w m +w a +w c . These three weights are proportional to the number of "independent variables" in each constituent vector. This dis-tance is limited to interval [0,1]. We define that the rotation-invariant vector of fea-
3 New Template Matching Algorithms
Searching for the Matching Candidates
As the central pixel of Q may not be stable, we extract a set of one or more circu-
. To abridge, we will say that the tem- Figure 6 depicts the extraction of 8 stable templates from a query image. Whenever possible, we choose stable pixels that are located far from any unstable pixels. We also assure that a certain distance separates the chosen templates. This way, we assure the stability at the centers of the templates. However, the stability of A is not analyzed at all, because likely a stable template T i will not match unstable regions of A. Then, for all pixels in A, we compute the radial and circular coefficients r k and c l , extract the canonical orientations and compute the vectors of features. We calculate the "matching distance images" D i , defined as: Choose N stable sub-templates T 1 , ..., T N ⊂ Q;
Compute radial and circular coefficients for all pixels of A;
Compute canonical orientation ∠r 1 and vector of features v f for all pixels of A;
Find n c pixels with the smallest values in D i and store them in vector As a future work, we think that the second bottleneck can also be accelerated: (1) Using a special data structure, like kd-tree. Kd-tree is an algorithm used to find the nearest neighbors [17] . The original kd-tree algorithm is slow, but it can be accelerated if we allow it to find an approximate solution. (2) Writing the critical code directly in machine language using MMX/SSE instructions. (3) Using special hardware like GPU or FPGA.
Normalized Cross-Correlation
Using radial and circular features with the "stability" concept, we can detect the matching candidates. Yet, a matching candidate is not necessarily a true template matching, because many non-equivalent templates can generate the same rotationinvariant features. We took the necessary care to avoid false negative errors, but false positive errors can still occur. So, a matching candidate must pass through other tests to decide whether it is a true or false matching.
The first of such tests is the normalized cross-correlation (NCC), also called correlation coefficient. The correlation coefficient between vectors x and y is defined:
where ⋅ is Euclidean L 2 -norm,
is the mean-corrected vector and x is the mean of x. Similar definitions are applicable to y. NCC is limited to the range [-1, 1] and is invariant to brightness/contrast changes. Some care must be taken to avoid divisions by zero, especially in regions with constant gray-level (see [14] for more details).
The template matching using NCC becomes: Given a query image Q, extract one 
Hough Transform
The second test to separate true and false matchings is an algorithm inspired by the generalized Hough transform [18] . The underlying idea is, given a query image 
Fill H with zeroes;
Compute the pixel (x,y) that matches Q;
The largest values in H indicate the matching positions; } We can take advantage of the small number of matching candidate pixels to accelerate the Hough transform, substituting the accumulator array H (of the same size as the image A) by a small matrix V. We will name this algorithm matrix Hough transform. Let us suppose that we use N sub-templates T 1 , ..., T N and n c matching candidates for each template. Then, we construct a matrix V with N rows and n c columns.
Row i will be filled with the n c matching candidates of sub-template T i , sorted by the matching distances (that is, the best candidate occupies the leftmost column).
Let the j-th matching candidate of sub-template T i be located at ) , ( y x A ′ ′ . As before, compute the pixel A(x,y) that matches the center of Q and the rotation angle
where (x,y) is the pixel of A that matches the center of Q,
is the weight of the matching (the larger the weight, the better the matching), and α is the rotation angle.
To find the best matching, we construct the set S of elements of V extracting at most one element of V per row, such that all elements of S are spatially near one another and the sum of their weights is maximal. The numerical example below clarifies these ideas: 
Robustness to Scaling
The proposed algorithm can become robust to scale changes, that is, it can find the query image even if it appears in another scale in A (within a predefined range of scale factors). The matching is tested using the query image rescaled by a set of scale factors, making it a "brute force" approach. However, as the features of A are computed only once, it is not too slow. Robustness to scaling can be obtained using either NCC or Hough transform. The algorithm robust to scaling is: Given a query image Q, rescale it by a set of predefined scales, obtaining S rescaled query images Q 1 , ..., Q S . Find them all in A. Take the best matchings as the true matchings. As a future work, we think that the true scale invariance can be obtained by organizing image A in a pyramidal structure.
Experimental Results
Stability, Circular and Radial Features
In this subsection, we will demonstrate experimentally that:
1. The stability of template is essential to achieve a successful matching;
2. The combination of circular and radial features yields the best accuracy.
With this purpose, we took 24 memory game cards with 12 different figures. We scanned these cards 8 times, so that each one of the 12 figures appears only once in each scanned image ( figure 7(a) ). We placed magazines behind the cards to obtain non-blank backgrounds. and 7(e)). In this experiment, it is not necessary to select t a , because we will not use the canonical orientation.
Then, we constructed the matching distance images D(x,y) varying many parameters: using stable and unstable templates; varying the maximum order of the Fourier coefficients; and using circular/radial, only circular or only radial features. In each case, we took the pixel with the smallest value in D(x,y) as the true matching pixel.
We stress that there is no guarantee that this strategy will always work. Table 2 shows the number of observed errors using this strategy. We conclude that:
1. The minimal errors are obtained using stable templates and a combination of circular/radial features (column 2).
2. Using stable templates, radial features alone (column 4) yield better matching accuracy than circular features alone (column 3).
3. Even using only stable templates and high maximal order L, many errors are obtained when only circular features are used (column 3).
Our implementation takes 0.9 second in a Pentium 2GHz to find the 12 templates in an image to analyze A, subdivided in: 0.20s to compute the radial and circular coefficients of A, 0.55s to derive the features from the coefficients, and 0.15 seconds to compute the 12 distance images and find the 12 pixels with the smallest distance.
Our implementation uses optimized FFT/IFFT functions of the OpenCV library.
However, the rest of our program is written in plain C++ and is not optimized.
The Size of Templates and the Maximum Order
In this subsection, we will analyze how the size n T ×n T of the templates and the maximum orders K and L of the radial and circular coefficients affect the matching precision. We use only stable templates and a combination of circular/radial features (K=L) because we have already demonstrated that these choices lead to the most accurate results. Table 3 shows the obtained experimental data. We conclude that:
1. High accuracy is obtained using templates with 31×31 or more pixels. Too small templates cannot be localized with accuracy.
2. High accuracy is obtained using at least three radial and circular coefficients.
Forapro-NCC
In the last two subsections, we took the pixel in A with the smallest matching distance as the true matching pixel. This strategy may produce false positive errors, because occasionally even at a non-matching position the matching distance can be small. This fact is illustrated by non-zero error rates observed in the last two subsections, even using the most appropriate parameters.
We tested using NCC as a secondary filter, using (t a = 9 o , t d = 0.05, t m = 0.0025)-stable 31×31 sub-templates. We varied the number of matching candidates n c from 1 to 20 and chose the best matching pixel by computing NCC. For each matching candidate, NCC was computed 3 times with the template rotated at angles α i ∈ {-9, 0, 9}, because the canonical orientation may have imprecision of 9 o . Table 4 shows that no error was observed using 5 or more matching candidates. Our implementation takes 1.06 seconds to find the 12 query images in A, with K=L=3 and 5 matching candidates.
Forapro-Hough
Another possible secondary filtering is the matrix Hough transform, described in subsection 3.3. We tested this strategy using (t a = 9 o , t d = 0.05, t m = 0.0025)-stable sub-templates. We used K=L=4 and varied the size n T ×n T of the sub-templates and the number N of templates. We always took 10 best matching pixels of each template to compute the Hough transform. Table 5 shows that using 4 or more sub-templates or using sub-templates with at least 31×31 pixels, no error occurs. Our implementation takes 1.90s to find the 12 query images in A, with n T =31 and N=4.
Partial Occlusion
To test the robustness against partial occlusions, we copied 19×19 square blocks analyze. Figure 8 depicts part of such an image. Then, we tested the matching using the Hough transform, L=K=4, n c =10 candidate pixels per sub-template, and varying the number N and the size n T ×n T of the sub-templates. The results are depicted in table 6. Using N=8 or more templates, no error was observed. Large sub-templates intersect the occluded blocks with higher probability than small sub-templates. Hence, small sub-templates yielded fewer errors. Our implementation takes 3.61s to find the 12 query images in A, for n T = 21 and N=8.
Robustness to Scaling Using NCC
To test robustness to scaling, we took 9 query images, resized them by scale factors chosen randomly in the range [0.7, 1.4], rotated them randomly and pasted them in random non-overlapping locations over a background image, resulting eight 400×400 images to analyze ( figure 9(a) ). Table 7 depicts the number of observed errors using the NCC test, varying the number of candidate pixels n c and the number of scales n s . The size of the sub-templates was 45×45 and K=L=4. Using 6 or more scales and 20 or more matching candidates, no error was observed. Our implementation took 3.20s to find all 9 query images in an image to analyze.
Robustness to Scaling Using Hough Transform
We repeated the test of the last subsection using the Hough transform. We kept constant the size of the sub-templates at 27×27, K=L=4, and the number of the matching candidates n c =10 per sub-template. We varied the number of scales n s and the number of sub-templates N used in each Hough transform. The observed number of errors is depicted in table 8. Using N=4 or more sub-templates, no error was observed, even using the number of scales n s as small as 3. Our implementation takes 3.86s to find the 9 query images in an image to analyze.
NCC versus Hough
According to the theoretical and experimental data gathered so far, we conclude that Forapro-Hough is superior to Forapro-NCC because:
1. Only Forapro-Hough is robust to partial occlusions.
2. Forapro-Hough becomes robust to scaling using less discrete scales than Forapro-NCC. The former needed only 3 scales, while the latter needed 6 scales to not make errors.
Consequently, from now on we will test only Forapro-Hough.
Comparison with SIFT
SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) [9] is a very popular, accurate and efficient image matching algorithm. It extracts some scale-invariant key-points and computes their associated local features (scale, rotation and local textures). Then, to find a query image Q in A, it is necessary only to match the key-points. We will compare our technique with SIFT. First, we evaluated the SIFT implemented by Table 9 depicts the number of errors in each experiment and the principal parameters. We extracted large query images (n Q = 211×211 pixels) in the sets that have great scale variations (Bark and Boat) because they become quite small in some of the images (figures 11(a) and 11(b)). In the remaining sets, we extracted relatively small query images (n Q = 91×91 pixels).
SIFT is completely scale-invariant. However, Forapro needs a pre-defined scale range. We defined adequate Forapro scale ranges for the sets Bark, Boat, Graf and
Wall. For the remaining sets, one-scale searching is the most appropriate choice.
However, we tested both one-scale and multi-scale searchings because we deemed not fair to compare a multi-scale searching algorithm versus one-scale technique.
In average, Forapro made fewer errors than SIFT. Remarkably, Forapro made substantially fewer errors than SIFT in sets Bikes (6 versus 111 errors) and Leuven ages. This is the same weakness already illustrated in figure 10 . We conclude that Forapro is especially suited for applications where the local texture cannot be easily identified and the scale variation is limited within some range. Some additional observations:
• Rarely, no SIFT key-point was found inside a query image. However, even in many of these cases, Forapro found some stable sub-templates ( figure 12 ) and succeeded to localize the query images.
• In set Bark, both Forapro and SIFT localized correctly the 300 queries.
• Forapro and SIFT are not affine-robust neither perspective-robust. Consequently, both algorithms made many mistakes in sets Graf and Wall.
• In set Trees, the tree leaves are waving in the wind (beside the focus blur that distorts the images). So, both algorithms made many errors.
• Typically, SIFT takes 6s to make a searching and Forapro takes 8s.
We also tested robustness to illumination variation using a subset of ALOI database 3 , with the resolution reduced 4 times. We took the 300 images of the first 100 objects of the database under illumination conditions 6, 7 and 8, taken by camera 1, as the query images. We used the 100 images under illumination condition 8, clus- 
Conclusions
This paper has proposed a new feature-based, brightness/contrast-invariant and rotation-discriminating template matching. We use the first complex Fourier coefficients of the local radial projections to compute the new features. These coefficients can be computed efficiently and directly using the appropriate kernels and FFT, without explicitly computing the radial projections. From the radial Fourier coefficients, we have derived three classes of features: the canonical orientation that indicates the local orientation; rotation-invariant features derived from the magnitudes of the radial Fourier coefficients; and those derived from the angles of the coefficients.
We have used these features, together with the features derived from the circular pro- (e) The 1st image of set Leuven. This set tests robustness to camera aperture.
(f) The 6th image of the set. sub-template and made 6 errors. Fig. 12 : SIFT could find no key-point in these three query images and made 6 errors in each. Forapro found some stable sub-templates and made fewer errors.
